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Fleeing their country because of their homosexuality or bisexuality, some 
migrants apply for asylum in France on the grounds of their sexual orientation. 
These migrations, motivated and shaped by sexuality, illustrate how the intimate
and the global can be linked. Following feminist geographies framework, inviting
to pay attention to multiple spaces and scales in the understanding of a 
gendered geography of power (Pessar & Mahler 2003), this intervention aims to
analyse sexualized geographies of power in queer refugees lives. It relies on a 
one-year-long ethnographic work, based on a participant observation within an 
association that supports queer asylum seekers and refugees, combined with 
semi-structured interviews. First, focus is put on the scale of the State and how 
it establishes sexual borders. In a context of suspicion, asylum seekers have to 
prove their sexuality, revealing borders as “confrontational moment in which we 
must declare ourselves and in which others exercise power to identify” (Mountz 
& Hyndman 2006). The paradoxical expectation of a constructed authenticity 
(Giametta 2017) and the impacts of this asylum procedure on migrants’ 
subjectivities and everyday lives need to be emphasized. Secondly, relations 
across transnational spaces may lead these migrants to face forms of 
transnational heteronormativity, thus echoing the works showing that there is 
nothing inherently emancipatory in transnationalism (Pratt & Yeoh 2003). 
However, their agency allows us to think migrations as tensions (Schmoll 2017) 
rather than with binaries categories. Sexuality becomes a category regulating 
border crossing but also a dimension of social location (Pessar & Mahler 2003) 
of individuals they have to negotiate with transnationnally, thus illustrating the 
key role it plays in the stretching of intimacy in a global context. 
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